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ABSTRACT
Measurements play an important role in many scientific fields in general and in the analysis of enterprise architecture in particular. In software engineering, the measures are used to control the quality of the software product and better manage development projects to control the cost of production. In this article we proposed firstly models and measures to evaluate and analyze the complexity of the enterprise architecture and especially the heterogeneity of components and relationships, and secondly we developed a model to automatically detect the change of measures and their impact on enterprise architecture.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Today, many organisations are concerned with how to successfully transition to organisations utilising information technology to its fullest strategic extent. It has become widely recognised that an organisation's enterprise architecture plays a key role in the transition and many organisations are now investing significant amounts of resources into developing or improving their enterprise architecture [1]. The enterprise architecture (EA) is the organizing logic for business processes and IT infrastructure, reflecting the integration and standardization requirements of the company’s operation model, to analyze the result of enterprise architecture we present in this paper, a complete methodology for analyzing the heterogeneity of enterprise architecture. Our objective is to propose an evaluating methodology for guiding designers and architects in evaluating and improving the EA models. Furthermore, our enterprise architecture patterns system will be used for an automated support to manage the evaluation of enterprise architecture complexity.

The goal of this paper is to (1) present the enterprise architecture component regarding agility and complexity measurement, (2) identify and apply the heterogeneity metrics to enterprise architecture components and relationships (4) Detect changes in an enterprise architecture and update relevant metrics. The paper is structured as follows: the second et alion describes the state of the art of our research, the third et alion presents our proposed approach and presents some of our results, the fourth et alion presents the prototype of our contribution and finally, the last et alion is dedicated to conclude our paper.
2. STATE OF THE ART

Enterprise architecture (EA) has in recent years tremendously increased across industries, many organizations continue to encounter challenges which affect the development, implementation, and practice [2]. Enterprise Architecture (EA) is a strategy to attain alignment between an enterprise’s business and Information Technology (IT) to increase the competitiveness of an enterprise [3]. Among the success factors of this alignment is the study of complexity.

Complexity is considered one of the most critical issues to deal with because of the constraints and difficulties that surround it [4], many companies seem to consider it as a general problematic source, it is held responsible for the rise in coordination efforts [5], operating costs, and also increased effort to make changes, which significantly hinders the agility and alignment of the information system [6, 7]. The Cambridge Dictionary defines complexity as “the state of having many parts and being difficult to understand or find an answer to”. Much of the existing architecture research endorses this view, by relating complexity to the number of components or elements, their relationship, and the variation/variety, and heterogeneity [8-11] adds that the total complexity of an EA must take into account complexity within each domain, as well as the complexity of the interrelations between domains [12]; According to Davis and LeBlanc [13] the complexity of application architecture is “number of its components or elements, kind or type of elements and structure of the relationship between elements”. On the infrastructure architecture level defined complexity as “The complexity can be defined here as the dramatic increase in the number and heterogeneity of included components, relations, and their dynamic and unexpected interactions in IT solutions” [14], another definition proposed by [15] covers all aspects of complexity “The complexity can be defined on the basis of the number and variety of components and interactions plus the rate of change of these”. From the different definitions cited we can notice that the complexity is a fuzzy term, because different stakeholders have generally different views and conceptions of complexity term. From these different definitions we will clarify the dimensions of complexity and proposed a global definition: “The complexity of architecture is the description of its structure and quantification of the numbers and heterogeneity of components and relations between them over the time” [16]. In this paper, we will discuss the dimension of enterprise architecture heterogeneity (components and relations) and also the rate and impact of change of heterogeneity dimension.

During the analysis of the identified contributions which discussed enterprise architecture evaluation complexity only few methods were presented to quantify complexity and the existing methods merely cover parts of an EA, not the EA as a whole. Often the application is so specific that it is not possible to transfer the method to other dimensions of an EA. In the paper [17] it discussed the metrics for EAs and application landscapes are introduced as decision support techniques based on analysis of structural dependencies. The approach emphasizes on operational risk, failure propagation and availability, based on a practitioner survey. In order to explicate the structural dependencies analyzed in the paper, an information model with derived attributes is used, along with Bayesian calculation formalism. An EA level application example is also given in the paper [17] with visual analysis of ex post information about failure propagation to compare different project proposals for the evolution of the application landscape. Thus, the project portfolio management process is supported. Lagerström et al. [18] proposed to use an approach pervasive in the software architecture discipline— Design Structure Matrix—to visualize the hidden structure of an AL and thereby identify spots of increased complexity. Schuetz et al. [19] introduce a metric to quantify the structural complexity of an IT landscape, which is also applicable to application landscape. The proposed approach of Schütz [19] revolves around the conceptualization of the complexity of EA by adopting the concept of the system to the context of EA. This approach presented a holistic conceptualization of complexity but don’t apply it in the different layers of EA. After define and clarify the dimensions of complexity we present our contribution to modelise and evaluate EA complexity.

3. OUR PROPOSAL PATTERNS FOR MODELLING

This et al. [17] presents the information patterns for the analysis of the enterprise architecture. We define firstly the patterns to analyze and implementing enterprise architecture heterogeneity algorithms and secondly we detail our approach to modelize the impact of the changing algorithms.

3.1. Definition and conceptual foundation

Heterogeneity is defined as the diversity of elements or relationships of a system according to its characteristics [20]. More precisely, in computer science, the heterogeneity of a computer landscape is a statistical property that presents the diversity of the types of elements that compose it [17, 21] taking as an example the heterogeneity of database management systems (DBMS). This heterogeneity can be understood as a frequency distribution [22, 23] and can be expressed in graphical form as shown in the Figure 1.
In the literature the most widely used method for measuring heterogeneity is the use of concentration measurements, which is entropy measure $H = EM = -\sum_{i=1}^{n} p_i \ln(p_i)$ [23, 24].

3.2. Analyzing enterprise architecture heterogeneity

Based on the information pattern I-50 presented on the paper [25] we present three types of concepts in which we apply the measure of entropy. Concept 1 represents only the heterogeneity of a single component of the enterprise architecture, concept 2 represents the relationship between two components and calculates heterogeneity with respect the relation and the concept 3 is an exceptional case from concept 2 it presents a relationship path that connects several components. These concepts are summarized in the Table 1. The I-pattern I-52 presents the measurements detailed in the Table 1. The measurements are illustrated and numbered from 1 to 8 in the diagram (Figure 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept Type</th>
<th>Concept of Heterogeneity</th>
<th>Number of instances</th>
<th>The Heterogeneity of the Concept</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type 1</td>
<td>Application Components</td>
<td>Number of Application Components</td>
<td>Concentrations of applications by vendor or type (developed, purchased and adapted, purchased).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Application Interface</td>
<td>Number of Interfaces</td>
<td>Concentrations of the types of interfaces.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Computer</td>
<td>Number of Computers</td>
<td>Operating System Concentrations by Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operating System</td>
<td>Number of Operating System</td>
<td>Database Concentrations by Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Database</td>
<td>Number of databases</td>
<td>Concentration of implemented processes by component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Implemented Processes</td>
<td>Number of Implemented Processes</td>
<td>Concentration of processes by organizational unit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 2/3</td>
<td>Using application components</td>
<td>Number of components used by organizational units</td>
<td>Concentration of databases by component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Using Databases</td>
<td>Number of database instances used.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. The number of instances per DBMS

Figure 2. The I-Pattern diagram "Analysis of Heterogeneity" I-52
3.3. Implementation of analysis algorithms

To propose an evolutionary implementation we must consider several constraints: 1- these algorithms can evolve over time, 2- we can have several versions of the same algorithm during the life cycle of our system and each version can represent an adaptation or an optimization of the old version, 3- we also want to isolate the algorithms compared to others to facilitate their use their implementation and maintenance. These cited constraints were managed and resolved by the "Strategy" design pattern; for that we will adapt the design pattern "Strategy" and apply it to our context. The Figure 3 shows the application of the design pattern to our context. We create a “StrategyInterface” interface, we add an “applyAlgorithm” method that will be the method that applies our strategy or in other words that implements our algorithm. Concrete classes created implement this interface to encapsulate the algorithms and to redefine the “applyAlgorithm” method for implementing the algorithm of each class. In our contribution we proposed an algorithm hierarchy using the notion of “Abstract Class”, we represent two large families of algorithms; the heterogeneity algorithms ”AlgorithmeHeterogeneite” divided into two subtypes; type 1 algorithms and type 2 algorithms The Figure 4 shows an example of implementation and use of the database concentration algorithm.

![Diagram](image-url)

Figure 3. The implementation of strategy design pattern in our context

```java
// Example of algorithm class
public class ConcentrationDB extends AlgorithmeHeterogeneiteType1

// The Strategy Interface
public interface StrategyInterface
{
    public abstract double applyAlgorithm();
}

// The Context Class
public class Context

// The classes to implement algorithm
public class Strategy
public static void main(String[] args) {
    Context ctx = new Context();
    ctx.setalgorithm(new ConcentrationDB());
    ctx.chooseAlgorithm();
}
```

Figure 4. An example of the implementation of Concentration databases algorithm
3.4. Analysis the impact of change

Among the dimensions of complexity presented in the et alion 1, we have specified the impact of change as an important dimension to consider; in this et alion we will propose an implementation to resolve this need. The impact of managed change in our contribution is to automatically update the new measures and to progressively follow the changes of our proposed system proposed in the I-Pattern I-52 "Heterogeneity of Enterprise Architecture". In this et alion we will propose an implementation that detects the change of the considered components and reflects this change at the level of the measurement algorithms. To handle these constraints we propose to use the observer design pattern. This pattern presents a solution to send a notification to modules that play the role of observers. In the event of notification, the observers take the appropriate action according to the information that arrives from the modules they observe (the "observables").

The diagram of the Observer pattern illustrated in the Figure 5 presents the proposed solution, it defines two interfaces and two classes: The Observer interface will be implemented by any class that wants to be an observer. This is the case of the ObservatorConcret class which implements the Observable method, this method will be called during a state change of the observed class. There is also an Observable interface that will be implemented by the classes that we want to observe. The ObservableConcret class implements this interface, which allows it to keep observers and informed by notifying them. Each ObservableConcret class has an attribute (or several) that we want to observe and a list of observers. The state is an attribute whose observers wish to follow the evolution of its values. The list of observers is the list of observers who are listening. The ObservableConcret class in our context is the EAModel class, it represents our ArchiMate models. This class will contain two elements: components and relationships. The EAModel class has the states that we want to observe, which are all the nodes and relationships of the enterprise architecture landscape.

The EAModel class also contains all observers who will receive notifications on each change. The ObserversConcret who are listening are the implementation classes of the analysis algorithms. If a component or relationship is added, deleted, or modified, the observers concerned with this model update are refreshed automatically. In our model the concrete observers are the algorithms of heterogeneity as shown in Figure 6.

```java
Name: calculation of process concentration by component
Variables: BS: all business processes
CP: the application components
Map instances = map <String componentType, Integer processNumber>
  Double sum
  Double percentage
  Integer Comp
  Double heterogeneity
Create a map = instance: its key is a String for the application components and an integer for the number of processes
For all cp in CP do
  For all r in cp.relations do
    If (r.target = bs) then
      count = count + 1
      If instances contains componetType = cp.name
        For any instance in the instances map
          If (instance.composingType == cp.name)
            Increment the number numberProcess by 1
            End if
          End for
        If not
          Add a new entry in the map with the key cp.name and value 1
        End if
      If not
        Do nothing and move on to the next relationship
      End if
      End For
    End For
  End For
For any instance in the instances map
  // Divide instance.numberProcess by count
  Double percentage = instance. numberProcess / comp
  Double sum = sum + percentage * In (percentage)
  for heterogeneity = -som
  return heterogeneity
```
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Figure 5. The implementation of observer design pattern in our context
4. **PROTOTYPE**

The application architecture is divided into three layers: an information management or backup layer that stores data from a model or from existing source files in a data warehouse, a reporting layer that presents the results as shown in Figure 7. Heterogeneity measures in graphical form and an interaction layer that offers the possibility of modeling the desired points of view.

![Diagram of three layers of prototype](image)

**Figure 7. The three layers of prototype**
The interaction layer represents the applications that will allow decision makers to model the views of the enterprise architecture and enrich it with existing data. The modeling editor is as shown in Figure 8. The illustrated tool represents the first step which is the modeling of the enterprise architecture by graphically describing the elements and existing relations, it is an ArchiMate point of view modeled by the Archi interface. It consists of an element set of each layer. The description of the AE is stored in two Comma-separated values CSV files. To manage this metadata, we have developed a desktop application java, illustrated in the Figure 9, which allows us to manage this metadata, to apply the heterogeneity measurement algorithms and to visualize the output graphs.

Figure 8. The modeling interface

Figure 9. The Meta data management of EA components and relationships
To manage this metadata, we have developed a java desktop application, illustrated in Figure 10, that allows us to load relationships and components from csv files, view them and make changes if necessary. Figure 11 show the report generated for the distribution of databases instances.

Figure 10. The interface to generate the heterogeneity graphs

Figure 11. The report generated for the distribution of databases instances

4 CONCLUSION

Enterprise Architecture (AE) is a cross-cutting discipline that deals with the process, models, tools for describing organizations and building their IS. It also helps to plan the possible changes at the organizational level and the architecture level. As a result, different approaches have been employed to ascertain the challenges, yet they persist. Thus, the objective of this paper is to propose an evaluating methodology for guiding designers and architects in evaluating and improving the EA models and especially the impact of the change of the different components at the level of the complexity measures.
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